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=========================== ShapeTools is a small and handy software application which is created to simplify the processes of working with the Shapes in MS Office. Most of the Microsoft Office Shapes' dimensions can be modified to various degrees, however the process is still too long and complicated. With this software you will be able to easily change the dimensions of any type of Office Shapes. The simplicity of the
ShapeTools' interface, in comparison with the usual MS Office Shapes' dialog box, makes the process of modifying the dimension parameters quite simple. It has a small toolbar that includes the different functions necessary for the modification of the shapes' dimensions, as well as several options and settings. Note: ￭ Shapes with curves ￭ Freezing (locking) of the shapes after modifying the parameters ￭ Caching ￭ Unit of

measurement (in inches, cm, mm, or meters) ￭ Aspect ratio (width/height ratio) Note: ￭ Shapes may not be edited with respect to each other ￭ Shapes may not be edited with respect to each other if they are locked. ￭ Shape dimensions are not maintained if edited with a square root adjustment factor. ￭ Shape dimensions can be edited only if they are unlocked. ￭ Moving/copying shapes may cause shapes to not be edited and locked. ￭
It is not possible to edit the dimension of shapes in MS Office 2003. ￭ An error message is displayed if the shape dimensions are too large. ￭ You cannot use the ShapeTools' toolbars in MS Word, and the toolbar is not integrated into MS PowerPoint. ￭ You can use the ShapeTools' toolbar in MS Word only if MS Office Shapes is not installed. ￭ You can use the ShapeTools' toolbar in MS Excel only if MS Office Shapes is not
installed. ￭ In MS PowerPoint, the ShapeTools' toolbar is added automatically to the MS Office Shapes when they are converted from MS Excel files. ￭ You can use the ShapeTools' toolbar in MS PowerPoint only if MS Office Shapes is not installed. Features: ￭ Creating New Shape ￭ Adding shape in cells ￭ Deleting Shape ￭ Displaying Information about shape ￭ Setting Default behavior of the Tools ￭ Viewing Changes in
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Keystrokes: ￭You can’t use this add-on as a menu if you are using MS Office for MAC ￭ You cannot open dialog boxes while this add-on is active ￭ You cannot use this add-on for MS Access ￭You can’t use this add-on in MS Office 2011 for Mac ￭You can’t use this add-on in MS Access ￭In MS Office 2011 for Mac, this add-on will open the shape dialog box so you will be able to modify the shape's shape. 1.0.0.28 An EZ-Shapes
addon that will allow you to create stand-alone geometric shapes (via either MS Office or MS Powerpoint) in just a few steps. This is a free tool that allows you to quickly create shapes. You can also select a predefined shape and change its properties. It supports shapes created in MS Office and MS Powerpoint. The following is a list of shapes: - Rectangle - Rectangle with rounded corners - Ellipse - Diamond - Diamond with rounded
corners - Oval - Hexagon - Rhombus - Triangular prism - Pyramid This Addon also allows you to create your own shapes. 1.0.0.9 An EZ-Shapes addon that will allow you to create stand-alone geometric shapes (via either MS Office or MS Powerpoint) in just a few steps. This is a free tool that allows you to quickly create shapes. You can also select a predefined shape and change its properties. It supports shapes created in MS Office
and MS Powerpoint. The following is a list of shapes: - Rectangle - Rectangle with rounded corners - Ellipse - Diamond - Diamond with rounded corners - Oval - Hexagon - Rhombus - Triangular prism - Pyramid This Addon also allows you to create your own shapes. 1.0.0.9 A simple addon that will allow you to create basic geometric shapes (via either MS Office or MS Powerpoint) in just a few steps. This is a free tool that allows

you to quickly create shapes. You can also select a predefined shape and change its properties. It supports shapes created in MS Office and MS Powerpoint. The following is a list 77a5ca646e
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This is another excellent tool for MS Office users. Using MS Office Tools you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). This addon is a replacement to old MS Office Tools. How to Uninstall: To uninstall this program from your system follow these instructions: 1. Go to 'Add/Remove Programs' or 'Tools/Addons' menu in the 'Control Panel'. 2. Locate and
select "MS Office Tools" from the list of installed software. 3. Click on "Remove/Change" to remove or change this software. Get Here : Drag And Drop Tool Addon is an addon which can be installed into the installation folder of MS Office. The addon adds a tool in the right toolbar with which you can place a shape anywhere on the page. For example you can draw an area on a page and then insert a shape inside it. Also drag and
drop option available for Shapes and PowerPoint Objects. Also you can use drag and drop option for PowerPoint objects(Shapes) for your required shapes. Drag and drop option is simple and user friendly. All you need to do is: 1) Open any MS Office document. 2) Go to the right toolbar. 3) Open the context menu. 4) Open the “Drag And Drop” option from the menu. 5) Simply click on the place where you want the shape to be
placed. Drag and drop option is available for: ￭ PowerPoint 2010 ￭ PowerPoint 2007 ￭ PowerPoint 2003 Drag and drop option is not available for: ￭ PowerPoint 2010 ￭ PowerPoint 2007 ￭ PowerPoint 2003 Drag And Drop in PowerPoint is a very simple, and user friendly tool. You can use this feature to drag and drop Shapes/Objects from other MS Office documents to any place of the PowerPoint Presentation. You can also drag
and drop shapes in PowerPoint and then use this to duplicate them into other PowerPoint slide. Drag and Drop is a new feature in PowerPoint 2010. It allows users to drag an object from any other MS Office document and drop it in any area of the PowerPoint presentation. You can drag and drop Shapes from one PowerPoint Slide to another. Drag and drop option is very useful, as you can move, copy and duplicate shapes from other

What's New In?

AGShapeTools is a small utility developed to facilitate the process of modifying dimensions for MS Office Shapes. Through this MS Office addon you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can
easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. AGShapeTools Description: AGShapeTools is a small utility developed to facilitate the process of modifying dimensions for MS Office Shapes. Through this MS Office addon you can easily
modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer
it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office
Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word,
Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and
inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including diagrams, Auto shapes, and inline shapes). Simply install this add-on software on your Computer it will automatically integrate into MS Word, Ms Excel & MS PowerPoint. Through this
small utility you can easily modify the dimensions of any type of Office Shape (including
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System Requirements For MS Office ShapeTools:

Memory: 2 GB RAM Processor: Intel Core i3-2330M 2.3 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 945 BE 2.6 GHz or better Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 6650D / NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 Storage: 10 GB available space Internet: Broadband Internet connection Monitor: 1280x1024 display resolution (minimum) Drivers: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Graphics Cards (1) Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 4 GB
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